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Proposed pipes under roadways with high traffic volumes or difficult detours options are 
candidates for jacking. New construction and ex tensions of box culverts require 
considerable construction time. Urban projects should incorporate precast drainage items as 
much as practical, since improvements in urban areas are generally adjacent to and 
performed under traffic. Precast items would reduce worker exposure time to traffic and 
vice-versa since a precast item can be installed much quicker than a c ast in place item. 
Openings for cross-drain pipes on interstates should be designed to prevent small children 
and animals from accessing the freeway. 
 
Environmental concerns include avoiding wet lands and seeding disturbed slopes at the 
earliest appropriate stage of construction. 
 
Excavation and earthwork: The Grading Summary and material hauls must match 
maintenance of traffic and sequence of construction plans. Consider borrow material versus 
surplus material at each stage of the sequence. Address locations where surplus material 
may be pl aced. Areas of graded slopes may be appr opriate locations to waste surplus 
material. Consider areas of major cut or fill to anticipate slope tie in difficulties. In 
development of the Grading Diagram and Summary, it is essential that the project sequence 
of construction be taken into consideration to avoid specifying use of material which is not 
available in the appropriate phase of construction. On complex projects, it may be 
necessary for the designer to develop rough grading diagrams and s ummaries for each 
phase of work to accurately determine the grading effort required. 
 
Example plans: Review example plans and seek advice from individuals with experience. 
 
Funeral homes and Churches: Construction should be prohibited in the immediate vicinity of 
funeral homes and churches during services. This is common courtesy and enhances public 
relations. This consideration will normally be addr essed during preconstruction meetings, 
but may warrant a plan note. 
 
Intersection reconstruction may require a Sequence of Construction/Temporary Traffic 
Control Plans∗ as these areas may be very involved. 
 
Material hauls: The contractor should plan the transfer of materials and eq uipment in a 
manner that minimizes the impact on traffic movement, as much as practical. 
 
Nighttime construction: In order to reduce the disruption of traffic flow and avoid stopping 
traffic, certain construction activities, such as the placement of bridge beams or overhead 
sign structures should be ac complished at night.  H owever, additional safety precautions 
may be necessary when accomplishing this activity. 
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